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Abstract
Absorption spectroscopy is traditionally used to determine the average gas temperature and
species concentration along the laser line-of-sight by measuring the magnitude of two or more
absorption transitions with different temperature dependence. Previous work has shown that the
nonlinear temperature dependence of the absorption strength of each transition, set by the lower-
state energy, E”, can be used to infer temperature variations along the laser line-of-sight. In
principle, measuring more absorption transitions with broader bandwidth light sources improves
the ability to resolve temperature variations. Here, we introduce a singular value decomposition
framework in order to explore the theoretical limits to resolving temperature distributions with
single-beam line-of-sight absorption measurements. We show that in the absence of measurement
noise or error, only the first ∼14 well-selected absorption features improve the temperature
resolution, and a Tikhonov regularization method improves the accuracy of the temperature
inversion, particularly for recovery of the maximum gas temperature along the laser beam.
We use inversion simulations to demonstrate that one can resolve a selection of temperature
distributions along a laser beam line-of-sight to within 3% for the sample cases analyzed. In part
II of this work, we explore the influence of measurement noise and error, and experimentally
demonstrate the technique to show that there is benefit to measuring additional absorption
transitions under real conditions.
1 Introduction
The performance of many combustion devices is limited by temperature nonuniformity. In gas
turbine engines, for example, so-called ‘hot streaks’ across the combustor exit force operation of
engines at sub-optimal operating conditions in order to keep engine components well below mate-
rial limitations [1, 2]. To improve system efficiencies, several studies have probed the magnitude
of this exhaust temperature nonuniformity [2–6]. Nonuniformities also impair industrial combus-
tion processes; for instance, temperature nonuniformities introduce unwanted material variability
into temperature-dependent flame treatments [7]. Real-time control [1, 8, 9] and design of next-
generation combustors [5, 6] would benefit from a technique capable of recovering spatial nonuni-
formities within these industrial power and manufacturing systems.
Absorption spectroscopy is a common laser diagnostic technique for providing quantitative ther-
modynamic data in industrial systems with minimal optical access [9]. In absorption spectroscopy,
laser light at a frequency that is resonant with a quantum energy-level transition within an atom
or molecule propagates through an unknown environment to a detector (Figure 1a). The amount
of laser light that the target species absorbs along the path is directly proportional to the species
concentration, and nonlinearly related to the temperature of the system. The nonlinear response
to temperature depends on the lower state energy (E”) of the quantum transition, as shown in
Figure 1b. Therefore, a ratio of the absorption on two transitions with different E” cancels the
dependence on concentration and results in a monotonic function of temperature that can be used
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Figure 1: a) Line-of-sight absorption spectroscopy
schematic. b) Nonlinear temperature-dependence
of the linestrength of individual absorption tran-
sitions with different lower state energies. c) Uni-
form and non-uniform line-of-sight gas tempera-
ture profiles with same T . d) Simulated line-of-
sight absorption spectra for each of the tempera-
ture profiles in (c), assuming uniform χH2O =1%
and P = 635 Torr.
to measure temperature in a system. This so-called “two-line” thermometry technique is the most
common form of absorption thermometry for gases [10].
Two-line absorption thermometry recovers line-of-sight averaged temperature along the laser
beam path. A drawback of two-line absorption thermometry is that the mean temperature retrieval
is biased by temperature nonuniformities along the laser line-of-sight [11,12]. This effect stems from
the nonlinear temperature dependence of the absorption magnitude of the individual transitions
across the spectrum (Fig 1b). Figure 1c shows a uniform and a non-uniform temperature pro-
file with the same average temperature. Figure 1d shows the simulated water vapor absorption
spectra for these two profiles. Each absorption transition in Figure 1d responds differently to the
nonuniformity. Several tactics have been developed to mitigate the bias that this nonlinear tem-
perature sensitivity introduces to the mean temperature retrieval. These tactics include selecting
absorption lines with nearly linear temperature dependence in the expected temperature range
[11, 13, 14], extracting temperature from radical chemical species which are only expected to ex-
ist in the hottest region of interest [15], and determining absorption-weighted line-of-sight average
temperatures from computational fluid dynamics simulations to make direct experiment/simulation
comparisons in nonuniform environments [16].
Perhaps a more tantalizing approach than recovering a non-biased mean temperature is to use
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the nonlinear response of the various absorption transitions to infer the nonuniform temperature
distribution [17]. We name this approach a temperature inversion because it inverts a matrix
relating multiple features of the absorption spectrum to different features of the temperature dis-
tribution [17, 18]. This temperature inversion approach requires an absorption spectrometer that
is capable of measuring many transitions in order to resolve more behavior of the temperature
distribution. Broad optical bandwidth lasers with the potential to cover 100+ absorption transi-
tions in combustion environments are becoming increasingly ubiquitous, including spectrometers
with supercontinuum sources [13, 19–21], Fabry-Perot and external-cavity tunable diodes [22, 23],
MEMS-VCSEL lasers [17,24–26], and broadband versions of frequency comb spectrometers [27–32].
It is therefore interesting to consider to what extent current and future broadband laser sources
can improve accuracy for nonuniform line-of-sight temperature measurements.
Temperature inversions have been demonstrated with various broadband sources – some studies
measured ∼10 absorption transitions [17,18,23], while one tomographic study used 100 absorption
transitions [22]. These studies found that including additional absorption transitions in the analysis
improved the accuracy of the recovered temperature distributions. There have been no systematic
studies to date on how well single-beam temperature distribution absorption thermometry can
resolve the full variety of nonuniform temperature profiles present in combustion.
In this paper, we introduce a new method to formulate the temperature inversion, and use it
to define the theoretical capabilities and limitations of absorption spectroscopy to resolve general-
ized nonuniform temperature distributions. In section 2, we define the inputs and outputs of the
inversion as continuous functions, which allows us to leverage truncated singular value decomposi-
tion (TSVD) in section 3. TVSD enables estimation of a thermodynamic function from a Fourier
series approximation of an absorption function. We show with simulation how the Fourier series
approach can guide how many absorption features are needed for the nonuniform temperature
measurement, and why certain temperature profiles are more challenging to recover from absorp-
tion spectroscopy. We show why it is overly optimistic to assume that measuring more and more
absorption transitions will always improve temperature distribution accuracy. While the TVSD
approach helps define the limitations of the single-beam inversion technique, we show in section 4
that other post-processing algorithms can improve the nonuniform temperature measurement accu-
racy. Specifically, we demonstrate with simulation how one particular implementation of Tikhonov
regularization enables absorption spectroscopy to more accurately recover the more challenging
temperature profiles. A companion paper shows the effect of error sources on this nonuniform
temperature retrieval and incorporates these algorithms into an experimental case.
1.1 Defining the inverse problem
Here, we define the scope of our temperature inversion approach. We restrict to systems with
moderate optical depths that follow Beer’s Law for absorption of the laser light, which is valid
for many measurements in combustion systems. Thus we will omit situations where emission is
significant, and the complete radiative transfer equation would be required [33, 34]. Extension to
the complete radiative equation with emission and scattering would complicate but not invalidate
our analysis.
Eq. 1 shows Beer’s Law, written with H2O as the absorbing gas species, which is ubiquitous in
engineering systems and produces many absorption lines in the near-infrared 6800-7400 cm−1.
αν =
∫ L
0
PH2O(x)
lines∑
i=1
φi(ν;T, Pj)Si(T )dx (1)
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PH2O and T are the spatial profiles of the absorbing gas partial pressure and temperature
along the laser beam span of length L. The linestrength S and lineshape φ are both complex
nonlinear functions of gas temperature. The subscript i represents an absorption-transition-specific
parameter.
Temperature dependence of the linestrength S is governed by the lower-state energy E” of
the rotational-vibrational quantum state of the absorbing molecule in the gas. The nonlinear
temperature-dependence in the linestrength is shown in Eq. 2 and Figure 1b. Here we ignore the
stimulated emission term in the linestrength, as this approximation is >99% accurate for near-
infrared transitions below 2000 Kelvin.
Si(T ;E”, Si(T0), Q) ≈ Si(T0)T0
T
Q(T0)
e−E”i/T0
e−E”i/T
Q(T )
(2)
The integrated area of a single absorption line becomes a simpler function of the linestrength S
and the partial pressure of the absorbing species PH2O as shown in Eq. 3. The lineshape function
is defined to have a frequency-integrated magnitude of unity, so it drops out of the integrated area
equation. ∫
ν
αi =
∫ L
0
PH2O(x)Si(T (x))dx (3)
The integrated area of a water vapor absorption feature is directly proportional to the integrated
product of the number of water molecules at each point along the beam and the fraction of those
molecules in the lower energy state of the transition at each point. The specific positions of the
molecules along the laser beam do not influence the magnitude of the integrated area. Thus
Beer’s Law is sensitive only to the temperature distribution of absorbing molecules along the laser
beam, not the specific temperature profile (where profile is used to denote the specific arrangement
of temperature along the beam path). If however, the gas system has sufficient optical access
for multiple intersecting laser beam paths, then tomographic techniques can help recover spatial
profiles [22,35,36].
The problem of recovering a temperature distribution from an absorption spectrum is an in-
verse problem because Beer’s Law describes how the unknown temperatures quantitatively deter-
mine the known absorption measurement, not vice versa. In principle, any nonlinear temperature-
dependence within the Beer’s Law integral (Eq. 1) could be exploited to determine a temperature
distribution. This paper considers temperature inversions from the integrated area of the absorption
transition because:
• The integrated area relates to temperature through the linestrength.
• Linestrength is a single parameter that is typically known with lower uncertainty compared
to the lineshape parameters [37].
• The lineshape depends on the concentration of other species in the absorbing sample, and has
a more complex interpretation in a non-uniform environment (e.g. the path-integrated line-
shape profile along a non-uniform path departs from the traditional lineshape profiles). The
complexity and uncertainty associated with lineshape models therefore make the lineshape a
comparatively poor candidate measurement for inversion problems, where small measurement
and model errors can produce large solution errors [38] in the temperature distribution.
This paper explores idealized single-path temperature inversions in order to determine the theoret-
ical limits of the technique. This ideal inversion contains two assumptions:
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• One has already extracted a set of linestrengths S from the spectrum without error.
• Partial pressure PH2O is constant but unknown.
In practice, linestrength error and partial pressure nonuniformities introduce additional complexity
into the inversion method. These effects degrade the temperature accuracy below the idealized
results presented in this paper. The companion paper discusses a new method to extract the
linestrengths for non-uniform conditions, and the sources and influence of linestrength error in
the context of experimental measurements. The conclusions in this paper about absorption line
selection and comparative challenge in retrieving different types of temperature distributions remain
valid for real measurements.
2 Theoretical framework for inversion method
In order to optimize the accuracy of the temperature inversion and understand which temperature
distribution features (e.g. maximum, minimum, slope, curvature) can be retrieved, we pose three
research questions:
1. How many absorption lines are useful to the inversion?
2. Which absorption lines are most useful to the inversion?
3. How does the shape of the temperature profile affect our ability to resolve the temperature
distribution with single-beam thermometry?
In this section, we cast the inversion problem in terms of continuous functions, beginning with
the path-integral (Eq. 3). Specifically, Section 2.1 defines the temperature distribution in terms
of common probability functions, and section 2.2 defines the absorption transition inputs to the
inversion as samples of a continuous spectroscopic function of lower-state energy. By defining this
spectroscopic function, we can disentangle the limitations of a particular laser bandwidth from the
more fundamental limitations of the temperature nonuniformity inversion technique in general. This
function formulation allows us to apply an established matrix inversion method called truncated
singular value decomposition (TSVD) to illuminate the three above research questions in section
3. We will go on in section 4 to improve on the inversion using Tikhonov regularization, which is
ultimately better for solving for temperature distributions (but not for building intuition on the
limitations of absorption spectroscopy).
2.1 Defining the temperature distribution
In this subsection we define the temperature distribution function, which will become the output
of the temperature inversion. As mentioned previously, absorption spectroscopy can determine the
temperature distribution, not the temperature profile. This distribution appears in a change-of-
variables of Beer’s Law, where an integrated area is expressed as an integral over gas temperature
rather than position along the laser beam.∫
ν
αi =
∫ ∞
0
(
PH2O
dx
dT
)
T
Si(T )dT (4)
The integrated area
∫
α is measured by absorption spectroscopy, and the linestrength relationship
Si(T ) is known from Eq. 2. Therefore, in this formulation of Beer’s Law, only the column density
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of absorbing molecules PH2Odx/dT at each gas temperature is unknown. This column density
temperature function PH2Odx/dT (T ) can be interpreted in Eq. 5 as the total column density along
the entire laser path, or PH2OL multiplied by a probability density function (PDF) of absorbing
molecules, where the PDF is a continuous function of temperature. Here the line above PH2O
indicates the path-averaged quantity.∫
ν
αi = PH2OL
∫ ∞
0
PDF (T )Si(T )dT (5)
The temperature PDF can be calculated from any spatial temperature and composition profile,
as demonstrated in Figure 2. Four temperature profile test cases are shown in Figure 2a, repre-
senting a variety of different engineering applications. Case 1 shows a uniform hot temperature
region spanning the entire laser region. Test Cases 2 and 3 represent a partially or fully-developed
boundary layer between, for example, a combustion zone and the colder surroundings. Finally, Test
Case 4 demonstrates a more complex asymmetric profile.
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Figure 2: (a) Four diverse temperature profiles used to test the inversion: uniform, developing
boundary layer (‘Flat-top’), fully-developed boundary layer, and an asymmetric experimental pro-
file measured by thermocouple in 3-zone tube furnace (‘Ramp’). The absorption spectrum is only
sensitive to distribution, which can be expressed in three forms: (b) the monotonically-increasing
inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF−1) repeated in later figures, (c) the standard CDF,
(d) the probability density of gas as a function of temperature (PDF). PDF H2O probability density
is on a log scale.
To calculate the temperature PDF, the temperature profile must first be rearranged into a
monotonic function in space, which is the inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF−1) of
temperature. The cumulative distribution function of temperature (CDF (T )) reflects the fraction
of absorbing molecules along the laser path that are below a temperature T . The inverse CDF in
Figure 2b and the CDF in Figure 2c are the same function with flipped x-y axes. The PDF in
Figure 2d can be calculated from the CDF according to Eq. 6.
PDF (T ) =
d(CDF )
dT
(6)
Because the inverse CDF appears most like the temperature profile, the rest of the paper will
plot the temperature distribution as an inverse CDF like Figure 2b. The x-axis of the inverse CDF
function (and the y-axis of the CDF function) is technically unitless and defined from 0 to 1; it
represents a dimensionless length from 0 to L. Note that for a nonuniform-pressure profile, the
CDF would be distorted to reflect the different PH2O at the different temperatures.
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All four test-case PDFs show a discontinuity at the maximum temperature, as there must be
molecules below but not above Tmax. So the PDF(T) is a piecewise continuous function defined
over all positive temperatures with discontinuities at Tmin and Tmax. Section 3 will show how these
discontinuities impair the temperature inversions.
2.2 Integrated area/Linestrength input to the inversion
Just as the temperature distribution solution can be expressed as a continuous function of temper-
ature in Eq. 5, absorption spectroscopy measurements of the integrated area can be normalized
into a continuous function of lower-state energy E”, which we name the normalized linestrength
function. Here, we define the function. In section 3 we will use a matrix inversion to infer a tem-
perature distribution from this function. In the companion paper, we show how to extract this
function from an absorption spectrum.
Figure 3 shows the derivation of the normalized linestrength function for the temperature profiles
in Figure 2. The simulated absorption measurement shown in Figure 3b contains seven observable
features whose integrated areas change due to the temperature nonuniformity shown in Figure 3a.
In a physical measurement, one would fit the spectra for the integrated areas. For this paper, we
calculate the integrated areas from Eq. 5 for each of the four test-case temperature distributions,
PDF (T ), and for each of the seven relevant linestrengths, Si(T ). Figure 3c presents these integrated
area measurements with respect to the lower-state energy, E”, because the lower-state energy
describes the temperature dependence of the linestrength.
The Figure 3c scatter plot indicates clear variations in the integrated area due to different tem-
perature profiles, but the complexity in the linestrength S(T ) obscures any clear pattern in these
variations. This is because the linestrength depends on the absorption-transition-specific lower-
state energy E” and reference linestrength S(T0), according to Eq. 2. Thus the transition-specific
parameters (E” and S(T0)) in conjunction with the measurement-specific temperature PDFs pro-
duce the integrated area variations across Figure 3c. The molecule-specific partition functionQ does
not cause the linestrength scatter. The lower-state energy and reference linestrength come from a
molecular database such as HITRAN [37]. HITRAN uses a reference temperature T0 = 296K, so
the reference linestrength in HITRAN follows the notation S(T0 = 296K) = S296.
After dividing by the HITRAN reference linestrength S296 in Figure 3d, trends in the integrated
area for different non-uniform profiles emerge in a visible pattern with respect to lower-state energy,
which could be fit with a unique curve for each test case.
To further clarify the influence of temperature non-uniformity, we change the reference linestrength
from the HITRAN reference linestrength to the path-average temperature S(T ), using Eq. 2. Then
when we divide the integrated areas by this path-averaged reference linestrength, then we get the
interesting pattern in Figure 3e. In Figure 3e, the integrated areas for the uniform-path test case
collapse to a horizontal line, while the nonuniform test cases follow distinct smooth curves of E”.
This pattern indicates a potential method for distinguishing non-uniform temperature profiles.
We can use any reference linestrength temperature T0 for the matrix inversion input in later
sections, so the scatter plots of Figure 3d and Figure 3e are equally useful. This is important, as
we do not know T a priori in a measurement of an unknown environment. The only significance
of choosing T0 = T over T0 = 296K or any other temperature is that the curve in Figure 3e
clearly differentiates between uniform and nonuniform temperature distributions. The normalized
linestrengths for the uniform test case (triangle markers) follow a horizontal line in Figure 3e,
whereas in Figure 3d they follow the curve Si(T )/Si(296).
We return to the line-of-sight integral Eq. 5 to justify the behavior in Figure 3e. By divid-
ing both sides of Eq. 5 by a reference linestrength S(T0), we get two equivalent mathematical
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formulations of what we call the normalized linestrength, Sˆ(E”). The first is derived from a mea-
surement of integrated areas, as Figure 3 illustrates. The second is calculated using the normalized
linestrengths from the temperature PDF.
Sˆi(E”;T0) =
∫
ν αi
Si(T0)PH2OL︸ ︷︷ ︸
Derived from
∫
α measurement
=
∫ ∞
0
Si(Tj)
Si(T0)
PDF (Tj)dTj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Calculated from temperature PDF
(7)
The smooth curves in Figure 3e are not regression curve fits; they are continuous functions calcu-
lated from the right-hand side of Eq. 7 for all E” < 3300cm−1. For the uniform path, PDF (Tj) is
nonzero only when the variable of integration Tj equals the path-average temperature, T . When,
as in Figure 3e, we also select the reference linestrength temperature T0 to be the path-average
temperature T , then the Si(Tj)/Si(T0) term becomes equal in numerator and denominator at the
only Tj where the PDF is non-zero, so the path-integral collapses to 1 for all E”. The nonuniform
test cases have components with PDF (Tj 6= T0) > 0, so the non-unity Si(Tj)/Si(T0) term in the
integral produces some E”-dependence in those nonuniform-path normalized linestrength curves.
We are now prepared to perform matrix inversions of the normalized linestrength function to
determine the temperature distribution. The normalized linestrength curve also has important
implications on traditional line-of-sight average temperature measurements using absorption spec-
troscopy, which are discussed in Appendix B.
3 TSVD Inversion
In Eq. 7, we formulated the nonuniform-temperature inversion as a change of variables from the nor-
malized linestrength curve into the temperature PDF curve. A matrix inversion requires discretiza-
tion of these input and output curves into vector form – the normalized linestrength measurement
according to the specific set of absorption lines and the PDF according to a specified temperature
resolution. This discretization changes the normalized linestrength temperature-integral in Eq. 7
into an Einstein-notation matrix expressed in Eq. 8, with i indicating rows and j indicating the
columns and the matrix shown in parentheses.
Sˆ(E”i) =
(
S(E”i, Tj)
S(E”i, T0)
)
PDF (Tj) (8)
Linear algebra suggests that a laser spanning m different absorption lines with m different E”
can recover the PDF at up to m different discrete temperatures, provided that each line has
unique temperature sensitivity. In this section, we perform a more detailed matrix analysis using
singular value decomposition (SVD). The analysis reveals that the temperature-dependencies of
these absorption lines are not fully independent, and therefore adding additional absorption lines
provides less information about the temperature PDF than the earlier intuition suggests. We will
also show how the shape of the temperature profile influences our ability to solve for the temperature
distribution using single-beam laser absorption spectroscopy.
3.1 TSVD approach
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a generalized form of eigenvalue decomposition for matrix
inversions. SVD presents a unique inversion framework in that certain features of the normalized
linestrength curve are directly related to corresponding features of the temperature distribution
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solution. SVD has the advantage of being a fast estimate of the solution from the available mea-
surements. SVD decomposes the matrix in Eq. 8 into two basis vector sets Uik and Vjk with
corresponding singular values sk [39]. The shared indices in Eq. 9 indicates the measurement
basis vector Ui is a function of lower-state energy, and the solution basis vector Vj is a function of
temperature. Within this SVD framework, the inversion solution (PDF) becomes a weighted sum
of basis vectors Vk whose weights in turn are determined by a scaled-basis vector approximation
of the measurement vector Sˆ(E”) (Eq. 9). Eq. 9 divides the amount of basis vector Um in the
normalized linestrength curve by some scalar weight δmk/sm, where δmk is the Kronecker delta, to
determine the amount of the basis vector Vk in the temperature PDF curve. Thus the shape of
these SVD basis vectors (rather than the specific temperature bin selections) fundamentally governs
the matrix inversion.
UimSˆ(E”k)δmk
sm
= VjkPDF (Tj) (9)
With adequate lower-state energy and temperature resolution of the matrix, these SVD basis
vectors Uk and Vk appear as oscillating functions, similar to the sine and cosine functions of a
Fourier series. Shown in Figure 4a, the measurement basis vectors Uk of normalized linestrength
are oscillating functions of E”. Similarly, the solution basis vectors Vk shown in Figure 4b are
oscillating functions of temperature. Figure reffig:basisa has the same axes as Figure 3e, and
Figure 4b has the same axes as Figure 2d. The higher-order basis vectors contain more oscillations,
in the same manner as higher-order Fourier series terms. The specific shape of these SVD basis
vectors is not precisely a Fourier series due to the asymmetric nature of the Boltzmann distribution
within Beer’s Law, but the oscillation intuition remains the same. As the laser measures more
transitions from more E” values, the matrix inversion can incorporate more Fourier series terms to
produce a more accurate temperature distribution, subject to measurement precision.
The inversion method used in this section, truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD),
fits the first p singular vectors to the measurement to produce the series solution in Eq. 10. The
number of usable Fourier series terms in the inversion stems from the singular values sk in the
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matrix decomposition. In Eq. 10, the singular values sk scale the Fourier series components of the
linestrength measurement to the temperature PDF components.
PDFTSV D =
Ui,k=1:pSˆ(E”i)
sk
Vjk (10)
The temperature solution coefficient for Eq. 10 Vk becomes unresolvable if the uncertainty in
the linestrength measurement Sˆ(E”) is greater than the singular value sk. The singular values
decay to zero for higher-order Fourier series terms, so the higher-order terms require a higher
measurement accuracy to resolve in the inversion. The matrix rank p in Eq. 10 describes the
number of resolvable Fourier series terms Vk [39]. For this paper, the uncertainty is governed by
the double-floating-point machine error 1e-15, while the lower-state energy selection dictates the
decay rate of sk.
3.2 TSVD results and discussion
Figure 5 shows the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) inversion method applied to
the nonuniform-temperature problem for the four test cases of Figure 2. The bottom row shows
the inverse cumulative distribution functions (CDF−1) of temperature, and the top row shows
the corresponding normalized linestrength curves. The “truth” cases are taken directly from Fig-
ures 2b and 3e, respectively. The markers in Figure 5(top) indicate the individual absorption
features used for TSVD. They correspond to the lower-state energies of observable water vapor ro-
vibrational transitions with S > 1e-23 in an expanding bandwidth region around 6916cm−1. More
lines correspond to a larger optical bandwidth. Because we are ignoring noise for this synthetic
measurement, these markers have the same normalized linestrengths as the corresponding points
on the truth curve. The “two- line” selection corresponds to the strongest transitions at 6916 cm−1,
which would likely be the lines chosen for traditional two-line thermometry measurements. Addi-
tional lines are chosen by expanding the optical bandwidth and adding the observable transitions in
the new bandwidth. The set of lower-state energy transitions from each bandwidth forms a matrix
on which we perform SVD to determine the singular vectors and rank p. We use these terms in
Eq. 10 to determine the temperature PDF solution, then use Eq. 6 to convert from the PDF to
the CDF plotted on the x-axes of Figure 5(bottom). In Figure 5(top) we show the corresponding
full normalized linestrength curves for the TSVD solutions, calculated from the right-hand side of
Eq. 7 for all 0 < E” < 3300cm−1. The TSVD solutions intersect the truth normalized linestrength
curves at each measured E”, by fitting p singular vectors to the measured linestrengths.
3.2.1 How many absorption lines can provide additional accuracy to the inversion
and which absorption lines are most useful to the inversion?
We are now in a position to answer our first two research questions about how many lines, and which
lines, are most important to the inversion. We will see that the answers to these two questions are
inextricably linked.
The two-line solutions deviate from the true temperature CDF−1 and normalized linestrength
curves. However we do expect two-line thermometry to reliably recover the true nonuniform curves.
The flat-top normalized linestrength estimation happens to lie near the true curve, while other
solutions like the ramp deviate far from the curve for two-line. The first two singular vectors
Uk happened to correspond closely with the flat-top distribution. The large deviations in some
normalized linestrength curves indicate that those temperature inversions could be improved by
adding laser bandwidth and measuring more features of different E”.
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accuracies improve. This result is consistent with previous temperature inversion studies [17, 18].
Interestingly, although there are 5 lines, the SVD solution can only fit p = 4 singular vectors. It
turns out two of the lines are a doublet with the same lower-state energy, so the matrix rank corre-
sponds to the number of distinct lower-state energies. The 11-line solution has three repeated E”,
so it has rank 8. The accuracy of the 11-line TSVD solution relies disproportionately on the one
line with E” > 1000cm−1, as otherwise 70% of the normalized linestrength curve is extrapolated
from the data points on the left side of the plot. Therefore, the most useful absorption features
to a temperature inversion are strong, empirically validated, and distributed over a broad swath of
lower-state energy, because these features provide precise, well-spaced points across the normalized
linestrength curve.
While initially more absorption lines with different E” provide more temperature information,
eventually the matrix rank asymptotes. In fact, the 300-1300K temperature inversion range in
Figure 5 asymptotes at p = 14 regardless of how many lower-state energies are measured between
E” = 0− 3300cm−1. A comparison of the 11-line and 185-line inversions in Figure 5 illustrates the
importance of achieving precise linestrength measurements from the laser absorption spectrum. The
difference between the 11-line and 185-line linestrength curve fit is unobservable from the pixel res-
olution of Figure 5(top), but the extra five singular vector terms from the additional high-precision
measurements in the 185-line inversion do produce appreciable improvement in the temperature dis-
tributions in Figure 5(bottom). In turn, the remaining difference between the 185-line temperature
distribution and the true temperature distribution in Figure 5 produces a sub-machine-precision
change across the normalized linestrength curve. Therefore, if one can measure 14 absorption line
areas of broadly-selected E” to double floating-point precision, no additional temperature informa-
tion will be gained by measuring additional lines. Our companion paper shows that in real-world
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measurements with uncertainty, additional laser bandwidth improves the temperature distribution
accuracy by reducing the effective uncertainty of the shape of the normalized linestrength curve.
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Figure 6: Matrix rank from 100 lines selected in
different ranges of E”.
The asymptotic matrix rank depends on the breadth of measured lower-state energies. The
matrix rank 14 occurs for E” measured between 0-3000 cm−1. The matrix rank remains the
same whether there are 185 lines, 3000 lines, or just 14 linearly-spaced lines across this E” range.
However, the total range of E” that is covered by the measurement does matter. Figure 6 shows
how the maximum achievable matrix rank increases as the measured range of E” increases. The
matrix rank increases because the best-fit normalized linestrength curve is defined over all positive
lower-state energies. A larger measured range of E” constrains more of the normalized linestrength
curve for the inversion, requiring less extrapolation. This maximum E” is limited by the absorption
spectrum selection and noise floor of the laser measurement. Hotter lines with higher E” tend to be
weaker, because the Boltzmann distribution dilutes over more energy levels at higher temperatures.
The highest E” feature of the 185-line measurement was located over 100 cm−1 away from the
location of the 2-line measurement (6916 cm−1). In order to increase the bandwidth of a broadband
measurement far enough to get E”max = 3000, we measured many more absorption features than
we would need for a noiseless measurement. A multiplexed laser system would not measure those
extra 170 lines. However, if each absorption feature provides an uncertain normalized linestrength,
it helps to have the redundancy of a broad optical bandwidth measurement to better constrain the
best-fit normalized linestrength curve.
3.2.2 How does the shape of the temperature profile affect our ability to resolve the
temperature distribution with single-beam thermometry?
The temperature distribution errors in Figure 5 are all larger than the diminishingly small nor-
malized linestrength errors. Even the asymptotic p = 14 solution contains visible temperature
distribution errors. In particular, all four test cases systematically overestimate the maximum
temperature in the distribution.
We find that Tmax is difficult to infer from absorption spectroscopy. This difficulty can be ex-
plained using Fourier analysis intuition. Recall from Figure 4 that absorption spectroscopy informs
the temperature distribution by determining Fourier-like basis functions to the temperature PDF.
Just as Fourier series require many terms to fit curves around discontinuities, the same is true of
the basis functions in this technique. There is a discontinuity in the temperature PDF at Tmax,
because Tmax (1000K) lies within the temperature inversion search range (300-1300K), and the
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PDF is zero above Tmax. The discontinuity in the PDF at Tmax cannot be resolved with the p < 15
Fourier-like set of basis functions which are available from a linestrength measurement of any selec-
tion of E”. Accordingly, the uniform and flat-top profiles in Figure 5a-b, which have the sharpest
discontinuities near Tmax, exhibit the largest inversion errors. In fact, the uniform and flat-top
solutions exhibit visible oscillations above and below Tmax indicating negative probability densities
of H2O at some temperatures. This negative probability density is an artifact of TSVD, which, in
trying to fit a small number of basis vectors to a discontinuity in the distribution, oscillates around
the true distribution. The Ramp test case, whose PDF looks the most like a cosine, converges
the fastest of the four test cases, although it also suffers inaccuracies at its Tmax discontinuity.
The consequence of the Fourier series-like basis vectors is that a feature which requires many basis
vectors also requires precise knowledge of the normalized linestrength curve. Many of those basis
vectors that are important for the maximum temperature estimation have negligible effect on the
normalized linestrength curve. For our test cases, a 1 Kelvin change in the maximum temperature
has less than 0.01% of the influence on the normalized linestrength curve as a 1 Kelvin change in
the mean temperature.
We could improve our analysis with more information about the maximum temperature. For
example, if one was certain that the maximum temperature was no higher than 1000K (or, say, the
adiabatic flame temperature at the operating equivalence ratio), one could set the matrix column of
highest temperature near the true Tmax and recover a more accurate distribution. However, Tmax
is generally the key unknown quantity after T [2,3], and a matrix inversion which doesn’t search at
temperatures above Tmax is not actually solving for Tmax. This conundrum led us to pursue more
advanced inversion approaches that would explore a broader temperature search range to improve
the inversion result in unknown environments. The next section describes this advanced inversion
approach.
4 Inversion with Tikhonov Regularization
The TSVD inversion method reveals the trends and limitations of a single-beam temperature distri-
bution measurement, but has limitations as a practical approach. Some constraint in the inversion
algorithm, in addition to the spectroscopy measurement, is required in order to produce an accurate
estimate of the maximum temperature. The general practice of adding constraints to the inversion
is known as regularization.
In this section, we describe a Tikhonov regularization algorithm, which we believe best rec-
onciles the linestrength information about the temperature distribution with our other physical
expectations for the system under measurement. This algorithm is substantially the same as used
in multi-beam absorption tomography [40], which we will motivate with context of the TSVD
results in section 3, and demonstrate on our four single-beam test-case profiles.
4.1 Two inversion constraints
We first introduce two simple inversion constraints that we will incorporate in section 4.2 into
the more complex Tikhonov algorithm: uniform-temperature and non-negative PDF. These two
constraints each impose an assumption beyond the spectroscopy information about the physics
behind the temperature distribution, but are not by themselves adequate for broadband absorption
measurements of nonuniform temperature distributions.
The first constraint, uniform-temperature, has a subtle influence on this problem. It is at
first surprising that the uniform temperature distribution has the highest TSVD error of the four
test cases in Figure 5, whereas traditional absorption thermometry perfectly reproduces only this
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uniform distribution. In fact, traditional absorption thermometry does not confirm from the spec-
troscopy whether the profile is uniform, but merely imposes a uniform-profile constraint. For
the two-line solutions in Figure 5, this is a reasonable constraint. However, the broadband ab-
sorption measurements of additional absorption lines in Figure 5 provide compelling evidence for
nonuniformity in the three nonuniform test cases, and can afford a less restrictive constraint than
uniform-temperature.
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One less restrictive constraint is the requirement that the temperature PDF be nonnegative.
This constraint applies the physical law that there cannot be fewer than zero molecules at any
temperature. Because a least-squares solution via SVD will fit oscillating functions to the PDF (T )
curve, a solution without the non-negative constraint will contain temperatures with negative H2O
density as in Figure 7a, particularly around the discontinuity at Tmax. By applying the non-negative
constraint, an algorithm must find the most similar solution which cuts out the negative oscilla-
tions of the TSVD. Algorithms which use the non-negative constraint, like MATLAB’s lsqnonneg
function [41], tend to produce a discontinuous PDF as in Figure 7b which is no more realistic than
the TSVD solution.
4.2 Tikhonov Regularization approach
Tikhonov regularization, as we define it for this temperature distribution problem, allows a middle
ground between the restrictiveness of the uniform-temperature constraint and the nonphysical
piecewise solutions of the non-negative constraint. Its use for this temperature inversion problem is
not new [22, 23, 43]. Here we describe why this regularization algorithm consistently improves the
accuracy of Tmax for our test case distributions (Figure 2) as compared with the simpler methods
in Figure 7.
At its core, Tikhonov regularization adds a second term to the cost function that is minimized
by the inversion algorithm. A typical inversion finds the temperature distribution that minimizes
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the sum-squared error between the measured absorption linestrengths and the Sˆ(E”) model. A
Tikhonov inversion minimizes this linestrength residual as well as a regularization term which
describes the sum-squared gradient in the solution [42], expressed generically in Eq. 11. The regu-
larization parameter γ determines the relative priorities of minimizing the normalized linestrength
residual or minimizing the temperature gradient in the inversion.
min {‖ linestrengthresidual ‖ +γ ‖ temperaturegradient ‖} (11)
We want to use the gradient penalty in Eq. 11 to recover the test case temperature distributions
in Figure 2b better than we could using TSVD (Figure 7a). It turns out the best way to recover
these Figure 2 distributions is to change the formulation of the solution vector. In particular, we
want regularization to produce a better estimate of Tmax. The traditional formulation of the matrix
inversion solves for the temperature PDF in Figure 2d, where Tmax is the sharpest, highest-gradient
feature on the PDF. In contrast, Tmax is often located at the smoothest part of the temperature
profile and CDF−1 (Figure 2a-b). So the gradient penalty should produce better Tmax estimates
when applied to a temperature profile or CDF−1 than a PDF. This practice of solving for the
temperature at several discrete lengths rather than the temperature PDF is called length-binning
[18].
Tikhonov regularization reproduces the test case CDFs the best when penalizing a 2nd-order
temperature gradient on a temperature profile. We want to penalize the temperature distribution
gradients most severely at Tmax, because those were the most consistent errors in the TSVD solution
(Figure 5). TSVD will also produce errors around the discontinuity at Tmin, but because some of
our test cases have cold boundary layers, the CDF−1 temperature distribution is steeper around
Tmin than Tmax, so the steep TSVD solution is more physically plausible at Tmin. Our algorithm
minimizes the finite-difference gradient d2T/dx2 to a temperature profile, where Tmax lies towards
the center of the profile and Tmin stays at the edges. That way, when Tikhonov regularization
penalizes temperature gradients on all but the two boundary length bins, the algorithm produces
better estimations of Tmax without artificially increasing Tmin.
The regularization parameter γ in the length-binning solution acts as a lever between the
uniform and non-negative least-squares solutions. In the limit γ → 0, the temperature gradient
term no longer influences Eq. 11, so the inversion simplifies to a nonnegative least-squares solution
with implausibly large gradients, as in Figure 7b. This solution places too much emphasis on
the underdetermined linestrength measurement, and inadequate emphasis on our intuition of a
realistic temperature profile. From Eq. 11, in the opposite limit γ →∞, the temperature gradient
term must vanish to achieve a minimum-residual solution. This opposite limit forces the uniform-
temperature profile, which is the best single-temperature fit to the linestrength measurement.
This uniform-temperature solution places too much emphasis on a minimal gradient restriction,
when the linestrength measurements may clearly indicate temperature variations across the laser
path. Intermediate values of the regularization parameter produce more accurate solutions in some
balance of these limiting cases.
The challenge of Tikhonov regularization is selecting an optimal intermediate value of the
regularization parameter γ to retrieve the most accurate temperature distributions without knowing
the true temperature distribution. Out of several γ-selection methods [43,45], the L-curve method
depicted in Figure 8 selects an accurate temperature CDF−1 for all four test cases. This L-curve
method works as follows. First the 2nd-order length-binning inversion is calculated for several values
of γ spanning several orders of magnitude, using a simulated annealing algorithm based on Corana
et al [46] to determine the minimum of Eq. 11. Then the two terms of the minimization function,
measurement residual and temperature gradient, are plotted for each γ on the two axes of the
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Figure 8: Temperature solution depends on value
of regularization parameter. (a) Temperature dis-
tribution retrievals for several regularization pa-
rameters. (b) L-curve of 2nd-order Tikhonov regu-
larization term vs linestrength measurement term
for each temperature distribution in (a). Small-
γ solutions overestimate maximum temperature,
just like the TSVD solutions in Figure 5. The
most accurate temperature retrievals lie at the
corner of the L-curve closest to the origin.
L-curve in Figure 8b. The corresponding temperature distributions are shown as monotonically-
increasing discrete solutions in Figure 8a. The small-γ solutions appear in blue as chaotic and sharp-
cornered in the temperature distribution panel, and as high-gradient, low-residual solutions on the
L-curve panel. The large-γ solutions appear in green as uniform and parabolic distributions on the
temperature distribution panel, and as low-gradient, high-residual solutions on the L-curve panel.
The best solution lies at the corner of the L-curve [42, 45], determined by a rectangular distance
equation described in the appendix. This γ-selection is justified by Occam’s Razor, whereby of
all the solutions with nearly equivalent fits to the linestrength data (those points which lie upon
the vertical portion of Figure 8b), the simplest solution with the smallest temperature gradients
is the most likely. Indeed, even though the true temperature CDF−1 was not used in the L-curve
inversion method, Figure 8 shows that the corner of the L-curve corresponds to the most accurate
solution. In situations where the corner of the L-curve may be smoother and more ambiguous, one
can select a range of plausible γ and incorporate this spread in the temperature CDF−1 into the
uncertainty bars of the inversion.
Appendix C describes the regularization algorithm in more detail.
4.3 Tikhonov regularization results and discussion
Finally, we repeat the bandwidth study using the L-curve regularization algorithm on all four
test distributions to determine improvements on the TSVD solution. The resulting Tikhonov
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regularization distributions are shown in Figure 9(top) for the 185-line inversion. The maximum
temperature of the inversion is plotted in Figure 9(bottom) to assess this regularization method
against the TSVD solutions as a function of the number of observable H2O absorption transitions
in an expanding bandwidth around 6916cm−1.
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Figure 9: Top: Temperature distributions from inversion method for different bandwidths in final
algorithm with Tikhonov regularization. Measurements simulated without noise, expressed as mean
of 100 algorithm runs, using 30 length-bins and 2nd order Tikhonov regularization method with
L-curve selection from Figure 8. Inversion accuracy asymptotes by 20 absorption lines. Bottom:
Maximum temperature retrieved from above regularization method for 185 lines compared against
TSVD method in Figure 5.
The results in Figure 9(bottom) show the regularization algorithm improves the solution relative
to the simpler TSVD inversion algorithm for all bandwidths and for all test cases. In particular, the
regularization method found the correct uniform distribution where the truncated SVD solution
produces a nonuniform-temperature solution. However, even the 185-line measurement with no
error and Tikhonov regularization was not able to converge to the exact distribution for all test
cases, tending to an intermediate parabolic curvature about Tmax which overestimates the flat-top
distribution and underestimates the ramp distribution. The largest temperature deviations for
Tikhonov regularization across these four test cases lie within 3% of the true distribution.
5 Summary
Absorption spectra spanning many absorption transitions can determine the nonuniform temper-
ature distribution along the laser path through an inversion process. Previously it was believed
that one could solve the distribution more accurately as the spectrometer measured more transi-
tions. In this paper we show that only the first ∼14 perfectly-measured transitions at different E”
provided additional information about the temperature distribution. We show that the inversion
process relates two continuous functions. The continuous spectroscopic function is the normalized
linestrength of the absorption features as a function of their lower-state energy. The piecewise-
continuous temperature distribution function is of the density of light-absorbing molecules at each
temperature. From singular value decomposition, the smoothly-varying normalized linestrength
function can never resolve the discontinuous temperature distribution to a better approximation
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than 10-20 Fourier-series-like basis vectors.
However, as we show in the companion paper, a real broadband absorption measurement may
benefit from utilizing more than 10-20 features to mitigate measurement uncertainty—by the stan-
dard error equation, additional uncertain measurements may reduce the uncertainty of the shape
of the normalized linestrength function. If more spectral bandwidth reduces the uncertainty in
the curvature of the normalized linestrength function, by sampling different lower-state energies
or providing high-SNR absorption features, the temperature distribution may improve. The com-
panion paper will also show how to extract the normalized linestrength curve from an absorption
spectrum.
The combustion practitioner often wants Tmax, the maximum temperature along the path.
Unfortunately, we discovered that the temperature inversion from single-beam absorption spec-
troscopy is most uncertain at Tmax. This issue occurs because the probability distribution must
be discontinuous at Tmax, and the SVD solution to the temperature inversion, which behaves like
a Fourier-series approximation, will be most inaccurate at discontinuities. Therefore, the temper-
ature inversion will overshoot its Tmax estimation even as the inversion may resolve the rest of the
temperature distribution away from Tmax. To combat this tendency to overestimate Tmax, we must
apply constraints to our temperature inversion.
To improve Tmax estimation, we implement a Tikhonov regularization algorithm. This algo-
rithm assumes the gas is uniform unless there is adequate spectroscopic evidence for temperature
nonuniformity, and then will prefer certain temperature distribution shapes. This algorithm may
not be appropriate for all applications, but it does work well for our four test cases. While compu-
tationally expensive, the Tikhonov algorithm returned four different temperature distributions to
within 3% accuracy.
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A Availability of material
The figures in this article, as well as the data and MATLAB plotting scripts used to produce them,
are available openly under the CC-BY license [46]. [46] also includes Lbin quick.m, our first MAT-
LAB implementation of the Tikhonov regularization algorithm in section 4. This same function is
available in Python (length bin.py) as part of our NTFit package [47]. NTfit is open-source under
the BSD-3 license, and will be expanded for broadband measurements with the companion paper.
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B Line-of-Sight average temperature bias in absorption spectroscopy
due to path nonuniformity
Absorption spectroscopy, including traditional two-line thermometry, normally aims to measure a
single path-average temperature along the laser line-of-sight. Using our normalized linestrength
concept, we will discuss the temperature bias that nonuniformity imposes on traditional absorption
spectroscopy mean-temperature measurements.
B.1 Two-line thermometry bias
Two-line thermometry retrieves the path-average temperature at which both normalized linestrengths
are equal, as formulated in Eq. 12. Eq. 12 follows from Eq. 3 for a uniform path when T (x) = T .∫
ν α1
S1(T )
=
∫
ν α2
S2(T )
= PχL (12)
However, this spectroscopy-weighted mean temperature may differ from the true path-averaged
temperature for nonuniform measurements. We can expand our intuition from the normalized
linestrength curves to explain Eq. 12 and this mean-temperature bias.
Section 2.2 explained that the curvature of the normalized linestrength plot evaluated at the
true mean temperature encoded the temperature nonuniformity. The shape of the normalized
linestrength curve changes with different reference temperature T0. The Figure 10 video shows
this T0-dependence. The temperature distribution sets the integrated areas
∫
α, but the reference
linestrength S(T0) changes with T0. Figure 10 highlights two normalized linestrengths on the curve,
with their corresponding S(T0) shown in Figure 10c. As T0 increases, the low-E” feature reference
linestrength (S(T0) in the denominator of the normalized linestrength Figure 10b) shrinks more
quickly than the higher-E” feature, so the slope of the normalized linestrength curve decreases.
In thermometry, one adjusts the reference temperature T0 to flatten the normalized linestrength
curve and satisfy Eq. 12. However, a nonuniform temperature distribution will produce a curved
normalized linestrength function at all reference temperatures T0. So the T0 which satisfies Eq. 12
might not correspond to the true path-average temperature T . We demonstrate this temperature
bias in Figure 10 for the temperature profile in Figure 10a. To satisfy the two-line thermometry
condition (Eq. 12) on the normalized linestrength plot, the normalized linestrength at the two
measured lower-state energies must have the same y-axis value. A two-line selection of E” = 315 and
1006 shifts the reference temperature by -86 Kelvin relative to the true mean temperature in order
to satisfy Eq. 12. The linestrengths used in the denominator of Figure 10b are shown in Figure 10c.
By shifting the reference temperature downwards from the true average temperature (black dotted
line) to the retrieved temperature (red dashed line), the E”=320 linestrength grows faster than
the E”=1010 linestrength. This change of fitting temperature flattens the normalized linestrength
curve in Figure 10b for E” < 1000, but because the temperature distribution is nonuniform, the
change steepens the slope of the overall normalized linestrength curve. This two-line selection does
not see the full shape of the normalized linestrength curve, so the algebra mistakenly selects a T0
which flattens the sampled region of the curve in Fig. 10b at the expense of increased slope of the
overall curve. For this temperature distribution, a better two-line selection is E” = 880 and 3060,
where the linestrength curve normalized by the correct T crosses PχL.
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Figure 10: Two-line thermometry imposing -86
Kelvin bias on ramp profile (a) Ramp temper-
ature profile (b) Normalized linestrength curves
for same ramp profile evaluated at two rele-
vant temperatures (c) Linestrength temperature-
dependence for two E” used for denominator of
(b). See supplemental video, SE nonuni.avi, that
animates the normalized linestrength curve for
both a nonuniform (solid red traces) and a path-
average (solid black traces) temperature profile
at many more reference temperatures T0 (dotted
traces).
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B.2 Broadband thermometry bias
Two-line thermometry often mistakes the path-average gas temperature because it only measures
two points of the normalized linestrength curve. Following this reasoning, we might expect a
broadband measurement to produce more reliable temperatures, as broadband spectra measure
many more points across the normalized linestrength curve. If we use more complicated temperature
inversions, this is indeed the case. However, traditional broadband-fitting methods will tend to
underestimate the path-average temperature of a nonuniform path. Here, we derive how traditional
broadband thermometry appears in the new framework of the normalized linestrength curve. This
explains how temperature nonuniformity will bias those spectral-processing techniques that do not
account for path-nonuniformity.
Traditionally, one determines temperature from one spectral-fitting step, by adjusting the tem-
perature and concentration of an absorption model to best fit the measured absorption spectrum
(Eq. 13).
min
T,PχL
{
frequencies∑
i=1
(αmeas − αmodel)2
}
(13)
For a precise fit, the model term αmodel comes from Eq. 1. In order to demonstrate the mean-
temperature bias, we will ignore lineshape effects and approximate Eq. 13 as a fit to each of the
integrated areas in the spectrum.
min
T,PχL
{
lines∑
i=1
(∫
αmeas − SiPχL
)2}
(14)
We then factor out the linestrength term to make the normalized linestrength appear explicitly
in Eq. 15.
min
T,PχL
{
lines∑
i=1
S2i (T )
(∫
αmeas
Si(T )
− PχL
)2}
(15)
The terms in the parentheses of Eq. 15 appear like the two-line thermometry relationship (Eq. 12).
Eq. 15 simplifies to zero when the two-line thermometry condition (Eq. 12) is satisfied, when each
measured point on the normalized linestrength curve
∫
α/Si is equal to the same PχL. When this
occurs, the normalized linestrength curve is horizontal. However, we know that for nonuniform-
temperature paths, the normalized linestrength curve cannot be perfectly flat, so Eq. 15 must
be greater than zero for all T, PχL. In this instance, the non-zero minimum of Eq. 15 will not
generally correspond to the path-average temperature.
There are three components to Eq. 15. The integrated area term is the normalized linestrength,
representing one point on the curve in Figure 10b. The PχL column density represents the y-axis
value of the dashed horizontal line on the normalized linestrength curve 10b. The least-squares fit
is adjusting the reference temperature T0 to squash the normalized linestrength curve as flat and
horizontal as possible. Finally, the linestrength S(T ) factored outside of the parentheses is a weight,
ensuring that the stronger absorption features have more influence upon the temperature fit. A
broadband spectral fit acts like a least-squares fit to each of the integrated areas of the individual
spectral features, where the stronger absorption features will disproportionately influence the fit.
In most spectra, the stronger absorption features have lower E”. Thus Eq. 15 will tend to
flatten the low-E” portion of the curve at the expense of an increase in slope of the lower-weighted
data points at the high-E” part of the curve. Even if the broadband spectrum measures the entire
normalized linestrength curve (Figure 10b), the single-temperature spectral fit will underestimate
the path-average temperature due to the unequal weights Si(T ).
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If you have some estimate of the temperature nonuniformity, you can select the spectral band-
width to minimize this temperature bias. We include a supplemental Python code, temperaturebias,
to estimate this mean-temperature bias for a particular bandwidth ofH2O absorption features. This
code uses Eq. 15 with some HITRAN linelist selection (using the HAPI package [48]) of lower-state
energies and reference linestrengths to estimate mean-temperature bias.
C Regularization algorithm
The matrix inversion algorithm to extract a temperature distribution from a set of normalized
linestrengths, which was introduced in section 4, is described here in additional detail. Briefly, a
nonlinear random-search minimization algorithm [44] is performed for a variety of regularization
parameters, and then the best solution is determined to lie at the corner of the L-curve (Figure 8)
in order to produce a temperature distribution which both maintains plausibly small temperature
gradients and fits the absorption data. Our algorithm and this appendix follow the flowchart in
Table 1.
Algorithm step description Computation method Parameter outputs
1) Calculate regularization
limiting cases
Least-squares Least-squares residual resLSQ and
gradient regLSQ
Uniform-temperature residual resu
and gradient 0
2) Set up intermediate N/A Regularization parameters γ
regularization cases Annealing temperature TSA
Initial temperature profile T (x)0
3) Perform inversion for each Simulated annealing Output temperature profile T (x)γ
regularization parameter to minimize Tikhonov Linestrength residual resγ
cost function Profile gradient regγ
4) Determine best inversion
and other plausible solutions
L-curve corner equation T (x) vector and uncertainty
Table 1: Flowchart for Tikhonov regularization algorithm used for inversions in Figures 8 and 9
1) Calculate limiting cases
First, the two limiting cases for length-binning regularization are calculated. These limiting
cases are uniform-temperature and non-negative least-squares. This step is much faster than the
inversions in step 3, and helps to interpret the inversion results. The best uniform-temperature
retrieval is determined using an exhaustive domain search. The least-squares solution is found
using MATLAB’s lsqnonneg() algorithm [41], which outputs the H2O column density PDF at
each temperature from 300-1300 Kelvin. If the least-squares solution does not fit the linestrength
measurement to at least a 7% reduction in the 2-norm residual relative to the uniform solution, we
decide that absorption spectroscopy provides insufficient evidence for temperature nonuniformity,
and we select the uniform-temperature solution without performing the Tikhonov regularization
algorithm. This 7% guideline is a result of the tendency, as predicted by TSVD in Figure 5a, of
truly uniform profiles to produce nonuniform retrievals from absorption spectroscopy measurements
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with insufficient number of absorption features or SNR.
2) Set up intermediate regularization cases
When the limiting cases demonstrate sufficient evidence for temperature nonuniformity, we
continue with an iterative regularization algorithm. Our Tikhonov regularization algorithm uses a
random-search method rather than a direct matrix inversion. This length-binning method deter-
mines the combination of 30 different temperatures with the best fit to the minimization function
(Eq. 11) by an improved trial-and-error method known as simulated annealing. The solution space
contains 100030 solutions, as each length-bin can lie at one of 1000 different temperatures (from
300-1300 Kelvin), and the arrangement of those temperatures in space influences the temperature
gradient regularization term. In addition to this discrete temperature distribution, a H2O column
density scaling factor, pxl, floats to allow for an unknown uniform column density PH2OL.
The regularization algorithm in step 3 requires three inputs. The first input, regularization
parameters γ, should vary over several orders of magnitude. We typically vary over 5 orders of
magnitude, and later add sub-order-of-magnitude refinement around the optimal regularization
corner value. The second input, the initial temperature profile T (x), does in practice influence
the result, because the solution space is so large that the algorithm typically finds a local rather
than global minimum. A logical initial-profile choice is either the least-squares or uniform solution
from step 1. We typically initialize with the uniform profile, because it is more likely to find a
non-uniform solution than the least-squares initialization is to converge to the uniform solution.
The last input, the simulated annealing temperature TSA, must be large enough that the algorithm
does not automatically return the initial temperature profile. To test whether this parameter is too
small, initialize with the least-squares temperature profile and a large enough regularization param-
eter that the minimization function should return the uniform profile. If the annealing temperature
is large enough, then the output temperature profile will be very different from the least-squares
initial value.
3) Inversion at each regularization value
The simulated annealing search algorithm [44] must constrain the maximum temperature to
occur in an intermediate length-bin for our purposes. Otherwise, the 2nd-order regularization
forces a ramp rather than a uniform profile. We find that the search conditions are adequate to
enforce this condition, without using an explicit constraint. Our search condition imposes a +5
Kelvin bias on the central length-bin test point, and a negative bias on the first and final length
bins, in addition to the Metropolis-Hastings Gaussian search used in Corana et al [44]. This bias
in the search temperature is more important for single-beam measurements than for tomographic
reconstruction over multiple beam paths. If a tomography measurement contains beam paths that
skirt along the colder edges in addition to paths that cut across the hottest regions, then the
solution will naturally be hottest in the middle of the two-dimensional area.
This simulated annealing algorithm takes ∼ 1 minute for each minimization, and the minimiza-
tions for different regularization parameters can be performed on parallel processers. Because this
search space is so large, with a nonlinear relationship on the minimization function, the minimiza-
tion algorithm does not always locate the true best-fit temperature distribution. Instead there
remains some scatter in the minimization output for subsequent simulated annealing minimiza-
tions of the same data with the same regularization parameter. This scatter in the minimization
algorithm output is responsible for the uncertainty bars in Figure 9, and also makes traditional
finite-difference maximum-curvature schemes for regularization parameter selection [45] infeasible.
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In length-binning, regularization is acting on a temperature profile; however, only the regular-
ization term, not the spectroscopy model, is sensitive to the permutation of temperatures across
the different length-bins. Thus the location of Tmax in the length-binning output is degenerate
to the linestrength fit, so we rearrange this length-binning output into a monotonically increasing
discrete CDF−1.
4) Determine best inversion
Our regularization parameter selection is determined by a Euclidean distance method defined
in Eq. 16. This equation can be interpreted as a normalized distance of the inversion result from
the corner of a rectangle defined by the limit-case inversions in step 1. A true L-shaped curve
contains a corner at right angle to the two limiting cases, so the temperature gradients (‖ reg ‖)
will be the same as the uniform case, and the linestrength measurement residual (‖ res ‖) will
match the least-squares case. The difference in linestrength residual and regularization from this
theoretical corner is normalized by the limiting cases, so that the least-squares solution and the
uniform solution (γ → 0 and γ →∞) are both a distance 1 from this corner. The best solution is
at some intermediate regularization parameter which lies at the minimum of Eq. 16.
γcorner = min
γ
{(‖ res ‖γ − ‖ res ‖LSQ
‖ res ‖U
)2
+
(‖ reg ‖γ −0
‖ reg ‖LSQ
)2}
(16)
Real L-curves will be more rounded than L-shaped, particularly for noisy measurements. This cor-
ner algorithm allows a guideline for uncertainty in the regularization parameter selection. Because
of the scatter in the solution from an imperfect simulated annealing algorithm, many different
solutions at different regularization parameters may each lie close to the corner of the L-curve.
As a guideline, every solution with an Eq. 16 solution within 0.07 of the best-fit regularization
solution can be interpreted as an equally plausible temperature distribution. Then the scatter in
the temperature distributions of each of those good-fit solutions can form the uncertainty bars in
the retrieved temperature distribution.
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